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Abstract
We describe an approach to verifying concurrent data structures based on simulation between two
Input/Output Automata (IOAs), modelling the speciﬁcation and the implementation. We explain
how we used this approach in mechanically verifying a simple lock-free stack implementation using
forward simulation, and brieﬂy discuss our experience in verifying three other lock-free algorithms
which all required the use of backward simulation.
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1 Introduction
Concurrent implementations of data structures are designed to allow many
processes to execute operations on a data structure at the same time. To
prove the correctness of such implementations, we must prove that all possi-
ble interleavings of the atomic steps of these operations will produce correct
results. Linearisability [11] is widely accepted as the appropriate correctness
criterion for concurrent data structures, but does not appear to be used widely
in mechanical proofs.
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In this paper, we present an approach to proving linearisability of con-
current data structures, based on simulation between two Input/Output Au-
tomata (IOAs) [14], one modelling the abstract data type speciﬁcation and one
modelling the implementation. We have used this approach in mechanically
verifying several lock-free data structure implementations using Compare And
Swap (CAS) as their only synchronisation mechanism.
In Section 2 we introduce linearisability. In Section 3 we introduce IOAs
and deﬁne forward and backward simulation. In Sections 4 and 5 we show how
to construct an abstract IOA from an abstract data structure speciﬁcation and
how to construct a concrete IOA from the code for a data structure imple-
mentation, and illustrate both of these constructions by constructing abstract
and concrete IOAs for a concurrent stack. In Section 6 we discuss the veriﬁ-
cation of the concurrent stack implementation. In Section 7 we brieﬂy discuss
our experience in using this approach in verifying (and correcting/improving)
three other lock-free algorithms, all of which required the use of backward
simulation. In Section 8 we present our conclusions.
2 Linearisability
A concurrent system consists of a ﬁnite set of processes, each performing a
sequence of operations involving a ﬁnite set of shared objects. Informally, a
shared object is linearisable [11] if each operation on the object can be under-
stood as occurring instantaneously at some point between its invocation and
its completion, and its behaviour at that point is consistent with the speciﬁca-
tion for the corresponding sequential data type. This idea is formalised in [11]
by modelling a concurrent system in terms of sequences of events correspond-
ing to the invocations and responses of the operations on shared objects.
We write X .opp(args) to denote process p invoking operation op with ar-
guments args on object X , and X .respp(res) to denote process p returning
response resp with result res from an operation on object X . A response
matches a preceding invocation involving the same process and the same
object, provided there are no intervening events involving that process. A
sequential history is a sequence of matching invocation-response pairs (repre-
senting completed operations), possibly ending with an unmatched invocation
(representing an uncompleted or pending operation).
A sequential speciﬁcation for an object X is a preﬁx-closed set of histories
involving only object X . A sequential history H is legal if each object sub-
history H |X , obtained by restricting H to events involving X , belongs to the
sequential speciﬁcation for X .
A history H induces a partial order, <H , on operations such that a <H b
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if the response for a occurs in H before the invocation for b. Operations not
related by <H are concurrent. H is sequential iﬀ <H is a total order.
A history H is linearisable if it can be extended, by adding zero or more
response events, to give a history H ′ such that complete(H ′), the maximal
subsequence of H consisting only of invocations and matching responses, is
equivalent to some legal sequential history S , called a linearisation of H , with
<H⊆<S . An object X is linearisable if every history for X is linearisable with
respect to the sequential speciﬁcation for X . A concurrent system is linearis-
able if every history is linearisable with respect to the sequential speciﬁcations
for its shared objects.
2.1 Understanding linearisability
The key idea underlying linearisability is that for any history of a concurrent
system we can construct an equivalent sequential history.
The transformation from H to complete(H ′) is required because some of the
pending operations in H might have taken eﬀect although their responses have
not yet occurred. By adding responses for these operations and discarding any
other pending operations, we only need to consider completed operations.
The relationship between H and S can be explained more clearly by aug-
menting H with linearisation points corresponding to the points at which
operations in H are deemed to occur. Let X .do opp(args) denote the lineari-
sation point for an operation with invocation X .opp(args), which must occur
after the invocation, and before any matching response. If H ′ is an augmented
history obtained by adding these linearisation points to a history H , we can
construct a linearisation of H from H ′ as follows:
(i) For each completed operation with invocation inv , linearisation point lin
and response resp, replace lin by 〈inv , resp〉 and delete inv and resp.
(ii) For each pending operation with invocation inv and linearisation point
lin, replace lin by 〈inv , resp〉 for some legal response resp and delete inv .
(iii) Delete any invocation inv with no linearisation point.
It is easy to see that this construction produces a sequential history that
satisﬁes the conditions for linearisability given above, and that for any lineari-
sation of a history H there is at least one corresponding augmented history.
There may be several diﬀerent linearisations, reﬂecting diﬀerent choices made
in extending H to H ′, and the fact that concurrent operations in H (and thus
H ′) can be understood as occurring sequentially in many diﬀerent orders.
For example, consider a concurrent stack with invocations push(v) and
pop, and responses pushOk , popOk(v) and popEmpty , where v is any value
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in the component type and popEmpty is the response when pop is applied to
an empty stack. We can depict possible histories for a system with a shared
stack S using diagrams with time lines showing the invocations and responses
of operations. For example, consider the following ﬁgure:
S .popOk2(a) S .popEmpty2S .pop2 S .pop2
S .push1(a) S .pushOk1 S .push1(a) S .pushOk1
The diagram on the left depicts the history 〈S .push1(a), S .pop2, S .popOk2(a),
S .pushOk1〉, which is equivalent to the legal sequential history 〈S .push1(a),
S .pushOk1, S .pop2, S .popOk2(a)〉 obtained by linearising the push before the
pop. If the pop returned b, there would be no equivalent legal sequential
history, so an implementation producing this behaviour would not be lin-
earisable. The diagram on the right depicts the history 〈S .push1(a), S .pop2,
S .popEmpty2, S .pushOk1〉, which is equivalent to the legal sequential history
〈S .pop2, S .popEmpty2, S .push1(a), S .pushOk1〉 obtained by linearising the pop
before the push.
Now consider the history depicted by the diagram:
S .push2(b) S .pushOk2 S .pop2
S .push1(a) S .pushOk1
The push by process 2 precedes the pop, but neither is ordered with respect to
the push by process 1, and the pop is pending. This history can be linearised
in ﬁve diﬀerent ways by either leaving the pop incomplete or completing the
pop by adding either S .popOk2(a) or S .popOk2(b), and then linearising the
push operations appropriately.
3 I/O Automata and Simulation
In order to mechanically verify linearisability of concurrent data structures, we
ﬁrst recast the deﬁnition of linearisability in terms of Input/Output Automata
(IOAs). IOAs are able to model operation invocation and response events, as
well as the complex data structures used in implementations, and provides
systematic proof methods which are amenable to mechanisation.
3.1 I/O Automata
An Input/Output Automaton (IOA) [14] is a labelled transition system, along
with a signature partitioning its actions into external (input and output) and
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internal actions. Formally, an IOA, A, consists of: a set states(A) of states;
a nonempty set start(A) ⊆ states(A) of start states; a set acts(A) of actions;
a signature, sig(A) = (input(A), output(A), internal(A)), which partitions
acts(A); and a transition relation, trans(A) ⊆ states(A)×acts(A)×states(A). 5
We deﬁne external(A) = input(A) ∪ output(A).
A (ﬁnite) execution fragment of A is a sequence of alternating states and
actions, π = s0, a1, s1, . . . sn , such that (sk−1, ak , sk) ∈ trans(A) for k ∈ [1, n].
An execution is an execution fragment with s0 ∈ start(A).
6 A trace is the
sequence of external actions in some execution. We say that two executions
(not necessarily of the same automaton) are equivalent if they have the same
trace, and we write traces(A) for the set of all traces of A. We also write
trace(β) to denote the sequence of external actions in a sequence β ∈ acts(A)∗,
where acts(A)∗ is the set of ﬁnite sequences over acts(A).
For α ∈ acts(A), we write s
α
−→ s ′ to mean (s , α, s ′) ∈ trans(A), and for
β ∈ acts(A)∗, we write s
β
=⇒ s ′ to mean that there is an execution fragment
beginning with s , ending with s ′, and containing exactly the actions of β.
In practice, we describe the states by a collection of state variables, and
the transition relation by specifying a precondition and eﬀect for each action.
A precondition is a predicate on states, and an eﬀect is a set of assignments
showing only those state variables that change, to be performed as a single
atomic action. For states s (the pre-state) and s ′ (the post-state) and action α
with precondition preα and eﬀect eﬀα, the transition (s , α, s
′) is in trans(A),
i.e. s
α
−→ s ′, if and only if preα holds in s and s
′ is the result of applying
eﬀα to s . We say that an action α is enabled in s if preα holds in s . These
descriptions are parameterised by processes and sometimes by other values,
so they actually describe sets of transitions.
3.2 Simulation
Let A and C be IOAs with external(C ) = external(A). We prove traces(C ) ⊆
traces(A) by showing, for any execution of C , how to construct an execution of
A with the same trace. The required abstract execution may be constructed
either by working forwards from the start of the concrete execution, or by
working backwards from the end of the (ﬁnite) execution. The key to each
construction is deﬁning a simulation relation between states of C and A that
holds at corresponding steps in the executions of the two IOAs.
5 The deﬁnition in [15] includes additional structure to support fairness and composition,
which we do not require for this work.
6 The full theory of I/O automata also allows inﬁnite executions, which are necessary to
reason about liveness. In this paper we are only concerned with proving linearisability,
which is a safety property, so we consider only ﬁnite executions.
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A forward simulation is a relation R ⊆ states(C )× states(A) satisfying: 7
(i) (∀ c : start(C ) • (∃ a : start(A) • R(c, a)))
(ii) (∀ c, c ′ : states(C ), a : states(A), α : acts(C ) •
R(c, a) ∧ c
α
−→ c ′ ⇒
(∃ a ′ : states(A), β : acts(A)∗ •
R(c ′, a ′) ∧ a
β
=⇒ a ′ ∧ trace(α) = trace(β)))
A backward simulation is a relation R ⊆ states(C )× states(A) satisfying:
(i) (∀ c : states(C ) • (∃ a : states(A) • R(c, a)))
(ii) (∀ c : start(C ); a : states(A) • R(c, a) ⇒ a ∈ start(A))
(iii) (∀ c, c ′ : states(C ); a ′ : states(A); α : acts(C ) •
R(c ′, a ′) ∧ c
α
−→ c ′ ⇒
(∃ a : states(A); β : acts∗(A) •
R(c, a) ∧ a
β
=⇒ a ′ ∧ trace(α) = trace(β)))
In our veriﬁcations, β is typically either a singleton (when α is an external
action or a linearisation point) or empty (otherwise).
The existence of a forward or backward simulation from C to A guarantees
that traces(C) ⊆ traces(A). Trace inclusion cannot always be proved using
either forward or backward simulation; some cases need a forward simulation
from C to an intermediate IOA, B , and a backward simulation from B to A
[15]. This is similar to the results given in [13] and [1].
4 Abstract Stack Automaton
Given a data type D, we construct an “abstract” IOA which generates exactly
the linearisable histories for a set of processes operating on a shared object of
type D. This construction is based on the canonical atomic object automaton
construction described in [14, Chapter 13], extended to apply to arbitrary
objects and simpliﬁed due to our assumption that the subhistory for each
process is sequential. A more detailed description of the construction is given
in [7].
7 These conditions are essentially as given in [14, p225], but stated more formally, and
rearranged slightly. Likewise for backward simulation.
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4.1 Specifying data types
We specify a data type by giving its set of values, an initial value, sets of
invocations and responses for the data type operations, and an update function
mapping an invocation and a given value to a response and a new value.
For example, the type of stacks with component type T is deﬁned as
StackT = (V , v0, I ,R, f ) where:
• V is seqT , the set of sequences over T
• v0 is the empty sequence, 〈〉
• I = {push(v) | v ∈ T} ∪ {pop}
• R = {pushOK , popEmpty} ∪ {popOk(v) | v ∈ T}
• f is deﬁned by the following equations:
f (push(v), s) = (pushOk , 〈v〉 s)
f (pop, s) =
⎧⎨
⎩
(popOk(head(s)), tail(s)), if s = 〈〉
(popEmpty , 〈〉), if s = 〈〉
4.2 Canonical abstract automaton
The abstract IOA, AbStack , for a ﬁnite set of processes, PROC , acting on a
shared stack, has external actions corresponding to the invocations in I and
the responses in R, which simply update the program counter for the relevant
process to ensure that actions occur in the correct order. It also has internal
actions doPush(v), for all v ∈ T , and doPop, corresponding to linearisation
points, where these operations take eﬀect, and doPopEmpty corresponding to
linearisation point for pop on an empty stack. Thus, doPush(v) pushes v onto
the stack, and doPop pops the stack provided it is non-empty.
The state space is (seqT ) × Πp∈PROCAbsPCVals, where AbsPCVals =⋃
v :Val{idle, DoPush(v), PushOk , DoPop, PopOk(v), PopEmpty} is the set
of abstract counter values. The program counter for a process is idle if the
process is idle, and thus ready to perform an invocation action. The other
values indicate that the process is ready to perform the indicated internal
or response action. Initially, all processes are idle and the stack is empty:
start(AbStack) = {a : states(AbStack) | (∀ p : PROC • a.pcp = idle) ∧
a.Stack = 〈〉}. The transitions are deﬁned as shown in Fig. 1.
For each process p, AbStack generates a sequence of actions consisting of
a concatenation of subsequences of the form 〈pushp(v), doPushp(v), pushOkp〉,
〈popp, doPopp, popOk(v)p〉 or 〈popp, doPopEmptyp, popEmptyp〉. Thus, every
trace when restricted to a single process is a concatenation of sequences of
the form 〈pushp(v), pushOkp〉, 〈popp, popOk(v)p〉 or 〈popp, popEmptyp〉, and is
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pushp(v): pre: pcp = idle
eﬀ: pcp := DoPush(v)
doPushp(v):pre: pcp = DoPush(v)
eﬀ: Stack := 〈v〉 Stack ,
pcp := PushOk
pushOkp : pre: pcp = PushOk
eﬀ: pcp := idle
popp : pre: pcp = idle
eﬀ: pcp := DoPop
doPopp : pre: pcp = DoPop ∧ Stack = 〈〉
eﬀ: Stack := tail(Stack),
pcp := PopOk(head(Stack))
doPopEmptyp : pre: pcp = DoPop ∧ Stack = 〈〉
eﬀ: pcp := PopEmpty
popOkp(v): pre: pcp = PopOk(v)
eﬀ: pcp := idle
popEmptyp : pre: pcp = PopEmpty
eﬀ: pcp := idle
Fig. 1. Abstract Automaton Transitions
therefore a sequential history for a stack object.
The actions from various processes can be interleaved in all possible ways
that are legal with respect to the stack speciﬁcation. Thus, the executions
produced by the stack IOA are precisely the augmented histories described in
Section 2, and are linearisable for the reasons given there. We can show that
the canonical automata construction described above produces an IOA that
generates exactly the linearisable histories for a given data type; see [7] for
details.
The construction of canonical automata presented here diﬀers from the
construction presented in [14, Section 13.2] in certain respects. Firstly, in
[14] indices on invocations and responses are interpreted as representing ports,
rather than processes, which is appropriate in modelling distributed systems.
Secondly, we treat all external actions as outputs. This is done to side-step the
requirement that IOAs be input-enabled, i.e. that every input action is always
enabled. Input-enabled is not required in our context, since a process cannot
begin a new stack operation while it is already performing an operation on
the stack.
5 Concrete Stack Automaton
We now show how to construct a “concrete” IOA to model a set of processes
operating on a concurrent data structure from the code for the implementa-
tion.
This IOA has the same external actions as the abstract IOA, and inter-
nal actions corresponding to atomic steps in the implementation. There is
typically (provided they involve at most one shared variable access) one in-
ternal action for each assignment statement, and one each for the true and
false branches of each test. The state of the concrete IOA has shared variables
corresponding to the shared variables used in the code, and, for each process,
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type Node = {val : T ; next :↑Node};
shared Head : ↑Node := null;
push(v : T ) b=
1 n := new(Node);
2 n.val := v ;
3 repeat
4 ss := Head ;
5 n.next := ss;
6 until CAS(Head , ss, n)
pop() : T b=
1 repeat
2 ss := Head ;
3 if ss = null then
4 return empty;
5 ssn := ss.next ;
6 lv := ss.val ;
7 until CAS(Head , ss, ssn);
8 return lv
Fig. 2. Code for stack implementation
a program counter and any local variables used in the code for the operations.
Sometimes additional variables are added to aid in describing the eﬀects of
actions or to simplify proofs.
5.1 A lock-free stack implementation
We will illustrate the construction by constructing a concrete IOA for a simple
lock-free stack implementation, 8 which is a simpliﬁed version of the one given
in [18]. The implementation, expressed in Pascal-like pseudo-code form, is
show in Fig. 2.
The stack is stored as a standard linked list of nodes with ﬁelds val and
next , with a shared variable Head pointing to the head of the list. Head is
null when the stack is empty (so is initialised to null), and points to the node
containing the top of the stack when the stack is non-empty.
The push operation creates a new node and stores the value to be pushed
in its val ﬁeld. It then attempts to link the new node into the list. It takes a
snapshot of Head in the local variable ss , sets the next ﬁeld of the new node
to this value, then attempts to make Head point to the new node. This will
produce the correct result only if Head has not changed since the snapshot
was taken, so a CAS 9 is used to atomically test whether Head is still the
same as ss and if so change it to n, in which case the operation is complete.
If Head has changed, the operation loops back to line 3 and tries again.
The pop operation starts by taking a snapshot of Head . It then tests
whether this value is null and if so returns a special value empty indicating
8 An implementation is lock-free if, whenever an operation takes inﬁnitely many steps
attempting to complete an operation, inﬁnitely many other operations complete. Some
authors call this property nonblocking; others use nonblocking as a more general term
encompassing other progress conditions such as wait-freedom and obstruction-freedom [10].
9 A CAS takes the address of a memory location, an “expected” value, and a “new” value.
If the location contains the expected value, the CAS succeeds, atomically storing the new
value into the location and returning true; otherwise, the CAS fails, returning false and
leaving the memory unchanged.
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that the stack was empty. Otherwise, pop copies the next and val ﬁelds from
the node pointed to by ss , and attempts to update Head to point to the value
in the next ﬁeld of the node it points to. This will only produce the correct
result if Head has not changed since the snapshot was taken, so a CAS is used
to atomically test whether Head is still the same as ss and if so change it to
ssn, in which case the operation is complete and lv can be returned as the
popped value. If Head has changed, the operation loops back to line 1 and
tries again.
Since the only synchronisation is through CAS instructions, which are
supported by most modern multiprocessors, there is no danger of a process
dying while holding a lock or of two processes endlessly waiting upon each
other. Instead, if the actions of another process interfere with the operation a
process is performing, this is detected by Head having changed so the process
simply retries its operation.
A subtle point, not apparent in the code, is that the correctness of the
algorithm relies upon the fact that a successful pop operation does not free
the memory used by the popped node, since other processes might also be
trying to pop that node. The algorithm would also be correct if memory was
recycled by a garbage collection mechanism that only reclaims storage when
there are no pointers to it, but then to claim that the implementation is lock-
free, we would have to show that the garbage collector was lock-free (see [6]).
Other ways of recycling memory use version numbers to detect when storage
has been recycled (e.g. see [16]).
5.2 Constructing the concrete automaton
We now construct a concrete automaton for the above stack implementation.
The state of the concrete IOA has variables to represent the heap and, for
each process, a program counter and local variables n, lv , ss and ssn, used in
the push and pop code.
We model the heap using three sets, Val of values, Loc of locations and
Ptr =̂ Loc ∪ {null} (where null ∈ Loc), and shared variables, Head of type
Loc, val a function from Loc to Val , next a function from Loc to Ptr , and
free ⊆ Loc a set of unallocated locations. To simplify the veriﬁcation, we also
add an auxiliary variable, list , which holds a list of the pointers to the nodes
in the linked list. Initially, all processes are idle, Head is null, next and val
are empty functions, free = Loc and list = 〈〉.
As in the abstract automaton, a process’s program counter is idle if the
process is idle and thus ready to perform any invocation action. Otherwise,
it has a value corresponding to a line number in the code or a response it is
ready to return.
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pushp(v): pre: pcp = idle
eﬀ: lvp := v ,
pcp := Push1
push1p : pre: pcp = Push1
eﬀ: np := nextfree(free),
free := free − {nextfree(free)},
pcp := Push2
push2p : pre: pcp = Push2
eﬀ: val := val ⊕ {np → lvp},
pcp := Push4
push4p : pre: pcp = Push4
eﬀ: ssp := Head ,
pcp := Push5
push5p : pre: pcp = Push5
eﬀ: next := next ⊕ {np → ssp},
pcp := Push6
push6tp : pre: pcp = Push6 ∧ Head = ssp
eﬀ: Head := np ,
list := 〈np〉 list ,
pcp := PushOk
push6fp : pre: pcp = Push6 ∧ Head = ssp
eﬀ: pcp := Push4
popp : pre: pcp = idle
eﬀ: pcp := Pop2
pop2p : pre: pcp = Pop2
eﬀ: ssp := Head ,
pcp := Pop3
pop3tp : pre: pcp = Pop3 ∧ ssp = null
eﬀ: pcp = PopEmpty
pop3fp : pre: pcp = Pop3 ∧ ssp = null
eﬀ: pcp = Pop5
pop5p : pre: pcp = Pop5
eﬀ: ssnp := next(ssp),
pcp := Pop6
pop6p : pre: pcp = Pop6
eﬀ: lvp := val(ssp),
pcp := Pop7
pop7tp : pre: pcp = Pop7 ∧ Head = ssp
eﬀ: Head := ssnp ,
list := tail(list),
pcp := PopOk(lvp)
pop7fp : pre: pcp = Pop7 ∧ Head = ssp
eﬀ: pcp = Pop2
Fig. 3. Concrete Automaton Transitions
The main transitions are shown in Fig. 3 (transitions pushOkp, popEmptyp
and popOkp(v) are the same as in Fig. 1). Storage is allocated using the partial
function nextfree : PLoc → PLoc, which satisﬁes the following property:
(∀ s : PLoc • s = ∅ ⇒ nextfree(s) ∈ s)
In our veriﬁcation, we assume that the system does not run out of memory,
so nextfree is never applied to the empty set.
We claim that this IOA generates exactly the executions that can be pro-
duced by a set of processes executing the push and pop operations for the
above stack implementation.
6 Veriﬁcation
To show that the stack implementation is linearisable, we deﬁne a forward
simulation, R, showing that every history for the stack implementation (i.e.
every trace of the concrete IOA) is also a history for the stack speciﬁcation (i.e.
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a trace of the abstract IOA). R is deﬁned in two parts: an abstraction relation
relating the abstract and concrete stack values, and a step correspondence
relating the abstract and concrete program counter values:
R(c, a) =̂ abs(c, a) ∧ steps(c, a)
The abstraction relation is quite simple due to the inclusion of the auxiliary
variable list . We can construct the abstract stack by applying the val function
to each of the pointers in list .
abs(c, a) =̂ map(c.val , c.list) = a.Stack
The step correspondence is deﬁned in terms of a function step giving the
program counter a process must have in the abstract state, given its program
counter in the concrete state.
steps(c, a) =̂ (∀ p : PROC • a.pcp = step(p, c))
where:
step(p, c) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
c.pcp if c.pcp ∈
⋃
v :Val{idle,PushOk ,PopOk(v),PopEmpty}
DoPush(c.lvp) if c.pcp ∈ {Push1,Push2,Push4,Push5,Push6}
DoPop if c.pcp ∈ {Pop2,Pop5,Pop6,Pop7}
DoPop if c.pcp = Pop3 ∧ c.ssp = null
PopEmpty if c.pcp = Pop3 ∧ c.ssp = null
When p is ready to perform an external action in concrete state c, p must
be ready to perform the same action in abstract state a. When p is at line 1
to 6 of a push operation in c, in a, p is ready to perform a DoPush(v), where
the value to be pushed is given by p’s variable lv in c. When p is at line 2, 5,
6 or 7 of a pop operation in c, in a, p is ready to perform a DoPop(v) in a.
The same is true if p is at line 3 in c and p’s variable ss is not null. However,
when p is at line 3 in c and p’s variable ss is null, p is ready to perform a
PopEmpty in a.
In this example, we can determine exactly the program counter a process
will have in the abstract state from its program counter in the concrete state.
For more complex algorithms, step returns a set of possible abstract program
counter values, and steps(c, a) is deﬁned as (∀ p : PROC • a.pcp ∈ step(p, c)).
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In deﬁning step, it is helpful to understand the relationship between ac-
tions of the concrete IOA and those of the abstract IOA. In the proof, this
relationship is used to provide a witness for the existentially quantiﬁed vari-
able β in the deﬁnition of forward simulation. In deﬁning this relationship,
we note:
• When the concrete IOA performs an external action, the abstract IOA must
perform the same action (so that the traces of the two IOAs are the same).
• When the concrete IOA performs an internal action corresponding to a lin-
earisation point, the abstract IOA must perform the corresponding abstract
linearisation point action.
• When the concrete IOA performs any other internal action, the abstract
IOA does not perform any action (these are often called stuttering steps).
The key to deﬁning this action correspondence is identifying the internal
actions that correspond to linearisation points. This is quite straightforward
for a push or a successful pop — the linearisation point is the CAS that
updates the shared variable Head , i.e. push6tp or pop7tp . It is more subtle
for an unsuccessful pop — the linearisation point is the step where an empty
stack was observed, which in this case is pop2p, but only when the value of
Head read is null .
For the stack algorithm, we can determine the abstract action sequence
from the concrete action and the concrete state, so we can deﬁne the action
correspondence using the following function:
h(α, c) =̂
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
〈α〉 if α ∈ external(ConcStack)
〈doPushp(c.lvp)〉 if α = push6tp
〈doPopp〉 if α = pop7tp
〈doPopEmptyp〉 if α = pop2p ∧ c.Head = null
〈〉 otherwise
With the simulation relation deﬁned above, we are able to prove the con-
ditions for forward simulation, using h to provide witnesses for β and using
the semantics of β to calculate the corresponding witness for a ′ (since all of
our actions are deterministic), and thus show that the stack implementation
is linearisable. The proof relies on a number of invariants capturing key prop-
erties of the variables in the concrete IOA, including values of local variables,
integrity properties of the dynamic storage structure, and the value of the
auxiliary variable list .
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7 Experience with other Veriﬁcations
We have veriﬁed several lock-free data structure implementations using the
approach described above. The proofs have been mechanised using the PVS
theorem prover [4] and share a number of common theories, most notably the
IOA theory which embodies the deﬁnitions of IOAs and simulation. We have
developed a suite of PVS strategies which allow most of the proof obligations
in these proofs to be discharged automatically, leaving only a small proportion
requiring user direction. We describe three of these veriﬁcations below.
7.1 Michael and Scott’s queue
Michael and Scott’s lock-free queue [16] is one of the most well-know and most
widely used lock-free algorithms. It represents a queue using a linked list with
a header node and uses CAS as its synchronisation primitive. An enqueue
operation has to update two shared variables: the tail pointer and the next
ﬁeld of the last node (the header node ensures that the last node always exists
and the tail pointer is never null). Since a CAS can only atomically update
one location, the tail pointer is allowed to lag by up to one node. Enqueue
operations, and certain dequeue operations, check to see whether the tail
pointer is lagging (which indicates that another enqueue has appended a new
node but not yet updated the tail) and if so assists the pending operation by
advancing the tail pointer.
Our veriﬁcation [9] used a backward simulation between the abstract IOA
and an intermediate IOA, and a forward simulation between the intermediate
IOA and the concrete IOA. The intermediate IOA diﬀers from the abstract
IOA only in its handling of a dequeue operation returning empty (analogous
to a pop operation on an empty stack returning empty). The forward simula-
tion deals with the linked list implementation of the queue, and is similar to
the one described in this paper. The backward simulation is a little diﬀerent.
In a backward simulation, states are matched moving backwards through an
execution, starting from some (reachable) state. This is typically a less in-
tuitive process than forward simulation, and its use appears to be much less
common. In our veriﬁcation of the Michael and Scott queue, backward simu-
lation is required because the point in the dequeue operation where an empty
queue is observed does not necessarily lead to a response of empty, that is, the
empty queue linearisation point is not always a linearisation point; sometimes
it is a stuttering step. Using forward simulation, at the point where an empty
queue is observed it is impossible to determine whether or not the operation
will eventually respond with empty — the nondeterminism cannot be resolved
and the veriﬁcation cannot proceed. However, using backward simulation, one
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can work back from the concrete state immediately after an empty queue is
observed. Then the program counter value of the corresponding abstract state
will indicate if the abstract IOA took the empty response transition. It is in-
teresting that the veriﬁcation of the Michael and Scott queue, and of two
other algorithms discussed in this section, requires the less intuitive notion of
backward simulation.
The veriﬁcation eﬀort revealed a small optimisation which reduces the
number of shared reads required in performing a dequeue operation.
7.2 Shann et al’s queue
Shann, Huang and Chen [17] describe an array implementation of a bounded
queue, also using CAS. The algorithm allows both head and tail pointers to lag
behind the actual front and back of the queue, and operations check whether
the relevant pointer is correct, and update it if necessary, before performing
their modiﬁcation. Enqueues on a full queue and dequeues on an empty
queue wait until the operation can be performed, so lock-free behaviour is not
guaranteed in these cases. The algorithm thus avoids the issues associated
with boundary cases, which necessitated the use of backward simulation in
verifying Michael and Scott’s queue implementation.
Our veriﬁcation eﬀort [3] revealed two symmetrical bugs which meant that
sometimes the implementation did not behave correctly when attempting to
update an inaccurate front or tail pointer. Using the failed veriﬁcation to
produce a counter-example, we were able to understand the cause of the bugs
and provide a ﬁx for them. The ﬁxed algorithm was then veriﬁed using a
forward simulation similar to that described in this paper. We then modiﬁed
the algorithm to provide lock-free behaviour in all cases, by returning special
values to indicate that an enqueue was performed on a full queue or a dequeue
on an empty queue. This veriﬁcation required a backward simulation for
the reasons discussed in Section 7.1. In this case, however, since the way
we modelled the array was similar to the way we modelled the queue, we
performed the backward simulation directly between the abstract and concrete
IOAs without using an intermediate IOA.
7.3 Detlefs et al’s deque
Detlefs et al [5] describe a doubly linked list implementation of a concurrent
deque, using DCAS as its synchronisation primitive. 10 This algorithm, known
10 DCAS is like CAS, except that it atomically tests and updates two locations at once.
DCAS is not widely available on current architectures, and this algorithm was developed
as part of an attempt to determine whether it would be worth implementing — see [8].
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as Snark, makes clever use of sentinels at both ends of the doubly linked list
to reduce the number of special cases required, and the number of accesses to
shared variables.
Our initial veriﬁcation eﬀort [7] revealed a very subtle bug which meant
that two processes performing pops from opposite ends of the deque could
both succeed in popping the same element. We ﬁxed the algorithm by allow-
ing both processes to proceed as though their pop was successful and decide
later which process would actually get to return the value. Although this
correction was conceptually relatively simple, it required a major revision of
the veriﬁcation. The revised version required a backward simulation, again
for reasons similar to those discussed in Section 7.1, with the intermediate
IOA representing the deque in the same way as the abstract IOA, and the
forward simulation between the intermediate and concrete IOAs dealing with
the dynamic data structure. In this case, however, the intermediate IOA also
introduced a data structure to register invocations of operations, to be used in
resolving conﬂicts between operations attempting to pop the same value from
the deque. Also, in some cases the linearisation point for one operation turned
out to be a step performed by another process. Our initial veriﬁcation and
an informal description of the correction is given in [7]. The corrected version
and its veriﬁcation are discussed brieﬂy in [8]; a more detailed description is
in preparation.
8 Conclusions
We have presented an approach to verifying concurrent data structures by
simulation between Input/Output Automata and illustrated the approach by
showing how it is applied to the veriﬁcation of a simple lock-free stack al-
gorithm. We have also discussed our experience in using this approach in
verifying three other published algorithms; in each case our veriﬁcation eﬀort
revealed either optimisations that could be applied or bugs that we then cor-
rected. This experience demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of our approach, and
highlights some interesting aspects of the application of familiar theoretical re-
sults to realistic applications, including the fact that most of the veriﬁcations
required backward simulations.
Although our approach has been shown to be eﬀective, each veriﬁcation
is still a signiﬁcant undertaking, and we are continuing to investigate ways
of improving and/or complementing our existing techniques. We are continu-
ing to develop strategies for automation of our proofs, as we gain experience
with more proofs and see greater opportunities for generalisation and reuse.
Having twice expended considerable eﬀort in attempting to verify published al-
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gorithms that turned out to contain bugs, we now use the Spin model checker
[12] to test any algorithms we attempt to verify. We are also investigating
the possibility of constructing ﬁnite abstractions of lock-free algorithms that
would allow exhaustive model checking (cf. [19]).
We are also interested in ﬁnding ways in which we can simplify our proofs
by using constructive approaches based on reﬁnement. This might involve
identifying common steps in the construction of nonblocking algorithms, and
perhaps using a diﬀerent formalism such as action systems. A similar endeav-
our has been undertaken by Abrial and Cansell, using Event B (see [2]).
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